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DE-BLOCKING AND DE-RINGING SYSTEMIS AND 
METHODS 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

0001) 1. Field of the Invention 
0002 The present invention is generally related to image 
processing, and, more particularly, is related to a system and 
method for processing video data. 

0003 2. Related Art 
0004 Many of the current video standards typically rely 
on a block coding scheme. For instance, MPEG-2 video 
compression is based on the block-based transform coding 
method which comprises block based temporal prediction, 
block based discrete cosine transform (DCT) processing, 
block based quantization, and entropy coding. The block 
based quantization may introduce distortion (e.g., coding 
artifacts) to a reconstructed image. That is, Such coding 
artifacts, which include blocking artifacts and ringing arti 
facts, may be introduced to the decoded image from the 
quantization process. The quantization is basically a lossy 
compression process applied to DCT coefficients. The 
blocking artifact is caused by information loss of the low 
frequency DCT coefficients. Because the low frequency 
DCT coefficients are highly correlated across blocks, the 
loss in the low frequency coefficients breaks the correlation 
and it appears as abrupt changes of pixel values across block 
boundaries. The ringing artifact occurs when an image block 
has an obvious edge pattern and its high frequency DCT 
coefficients are degraded. The ringing artifact spreads out to 
flat regions within the block near the edge. 

0005 Various methods have been employed in the past 
and present to address Such coding artifacts. Unfortunately, 
Such methods, in general, either addressed one of the coding 
artifacts only, or had application only to still pictures (versus 
video). 

SUMMARY 

0006 Disclosed herein are various embodiments of 
decoding systems and methods. In one embodiment, among 
others, a decoding system comprises a de-blocking system 
configured to receive decoded video data and decoding 
information and remove blocking artifacts from the decoded 
Video data, and a de-ringing system configured to remove 
ringing artifacts from the de-blocked video data. 
0007. Other systems, methods, features, and advantages 
of the present invention will be or become apparent to one 
with skill in the art upon examination of the following 
drawings and detailed description. It is intended that all Such 
additional systems, methods, features, and advantages be 
included within this description, be within the scope of the 
present invention, and be protected by the accompanying 
claims. 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

0008 Many aspects of the disclosed systems and meth 
ods can be better understood with reference to the following 
drawings. The components in the drawings are not neces 
sarily to scale, emphasis instead being placed upon clearly 
illustrating the principles of the disclosed systems and 
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methods. Moreover, in the drawings, like reference numerals 
designate corresponding parts throughout the several views. 

0009 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a decoding system 
embodiment. 

0010 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a 
de-blocking system of the decoding system shown in FIG. 1. 

0011 FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a 
de-ringing system of the decoding system shown in FIG. 1. 

0012 FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram that illustrates the 
luminance component and boundaries filtered by the decod 
ing system of FIG. 1 and related region of support (ROS) 
when mb field dct flags of a vertically adjacent block and 
a current block are both OFF. 

0013 FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram that illustrates the 
luminance component and boundaries filtered by the decod 
ing system of FIG. 1 and related ROS when mb field dct 
flags of a vertically adjacent block and a current block are 
both ON. 

0014 FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram that illustrates the 
luminance component and boundaries filtered by the decod 
ing system of FIG. 1 and related ROS when mb field dct 
flags of a vertically adjacent block and a current block are 
both ON and OFF, respectively. 

0015 FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram that illustrates the 
luminance component and boundaries filtered by the decod 
ing system of FIG. 1 and related ROS when mb field dct 
flags of a vertically adjacent block and a current block are 
both OFF and ON, respectively. 

0016 FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram that illustrates the 
chrominance component and boundaries filtered by the 
decoding system of FIG. 1 and related ROS. 

0017 FIGS.9A-9D are schematic diagrams that illustrate 
exemplary inputs and outputs of the decoding system of 
FIG 1. 

0018 FIGS. 10A-10D are schematic diagrams that illus 
trate 4x1 discrete cosine transform (DCT) basis vectors 
corresponding to their transform coefficients according to 
the de-blocking system shown in FIG. 2. 

0019 FIG. 11 is a schematic diagram that illustrates an 
exemplary image pattern reproduced from the 4x1 DCT 
basis vectors shown in FIGS. 10A-10D corresponding to the 
relation among 4x1 DCT coefficients. 

0020 FIG. 12 is a schematic diagram that illustrates 
exemplary mapping of parameters employed by the de 
ringing system shown in FIG. 3. 

0021 FIG. 13 is a schematic diagram of an exemplary 
edge map generated by the de-ringing system shown in FIG. 
3. 

0022 FIG. 14 is a flow diagram that illustrates a decoding 
method embodiment. 

0023 FIG. 15 is a flow diagram that illustrates a de 
blocking method embodiment. 

0024 FIG. 16 is a flow diagram that illustrates a de 
ringing method embodiment. 
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DETAILED DESCRIPTION 

0.025 Disclosed herein are various embodiments of 
decoding systems and methods (herein, referred to as a 
decoding system). Such embodiments assume that discrete 
cosine transform (DCT) coefficients and quantization are 
involved in the encoding process. Operation is pipelined by 
macroblock basis. For each macroblock, the decoding sys 
tem extracts some of the decoding information from bit 
stream, calculates an edge map, organizes input pixels for 
the horizontal and vertical processing and performs actual 
adaptive filtering. The disclosed decoding system embodi 
ments comprise a de-blocking system and a de-ringing 
system that removes distortion, such as coding artifacts (e.g., 
including blocking and ringing artifacts), from the decoded 
pictures of a digital bitstream. Note that herein reference to 
removing blocking and/or ringing artifacts is not limited to 
complete removal of blocking and/or ringing artifacts, but 
may also refer to removal of a percentage of the same. 
Further, the coding artifacts removed by the decoding sys 
tem embodiments disclosed herein are not limited to block 
ing or ringing artifacts. The de-blocking system detects and 
Smoothes outboundary discontinuities across the nxm block 
boundaries, where n and m may comprise integer numbers 
greater than or equal to 4 (e.g., 4x4, 4x8, 8x16, 8x8, etc.). 
The de-ringing system distinguishes coding artifacts other 
than blocking artifact from a real image edge based on an 
edge map and applies a Smoothing filter to selected pixels. 
In one embodiment, the de-blocking system is followed by 
the de-ringing system. In some decoding system embodi 
ments, a de-blocking system may operate without a de 
ringing system or vice versa. 
0026. The de-blocking system organizes its input pixels 
based on decoding information (e.g., macroblock level bit 
stream information such as a field DCT flag) to handle 
interlaced video properly. Five different grouping methods 
are possible: one for vertical boundary filtering and four for 
horizontal boundary filtering. The de-blocking system com 
prises four internal filtering modes with an output that can be 
selected according to image characteristics. The filtering 
modes include flat region filtering mode, low activity region 
filtering mode, default filtering mode, and bypass mode. In 
Some embodiments, fewer filters (e.g., a single filter) or 
more filters may be employed. A mode decision module of 
the de-blocking system analyzes a group of input pixels via 
a 1x4 DCT process and determines a filtering mode based on 
1x4 DCT coefficients. Some properties of 1x4 DCT coeffi 
cients were investigated to specify boundary discontinuity 
and image complexity Surrounding a block boundary. Such 
properties are utilized in the mode decision module. Bit 
stream information and a quantization parameter are also 
utilized in each filtering mode to prevent the actual image 
pattern from being interpreted as a boundary discontinuity. 
0027. The de-ringing system comprises a cascaded filter 
that may follow the de-blocking system. In one embodiment, 
the de-ringing system receives the results of the de-blocking 
system as its inputs, and calculates two types of edge maps 
based on a block level threshold value and a pixel level 
threshold value. The de-ringing system incorporates block 
level parameter values of temporally neighboring macrob 
locks and maintains temporal consistency of the block level 
edge map. The block level parameters include dynamic 
range and threshold values, the former denoting the block 
wise difference between maximum and minimum pixel 
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values and the latter denoting block-wise average of the 
maximum and minimum pixel values. The de-ringing sys 
tem utilizes dynamic range values while it selects a best 
threshold value for each block. The de-ringing system is 
enabled when both edge maps indicate no edge at a defined 
filtering location. The quantization parameter is utilized to 
generate a pixel level threshold value. 
0028. The described embodiments may be embodied in 
many wired and/or wireless communication devices, includ 
ing computers (desktop, portable, laptop, etc.), consumer 
electronic devices (e.g., multi-media players), compatible 
telecommunication devices, telephone communication sys 
tems and devices (e.g., voice over IP phones), personal 
digital assistants (PDAs), or any other type of devices, such 
as printers, fax machines, scanners, hubs, Switches, routers, 
set-top boxes, televisions, etc. 
0029. Further, although described in the context of 8x8 
transform coding cases, the embodiments described herein 
may also apply to 4x4 transform coding cases, such as 
MPEG4-part10 and Microsoft VC1 with slight modifica 
tions to the use of one dimensional arrays, the area of the 
4x1 DCT, filtering positions within the region of support, 
etc. as would be understood by one having ordinary skill in 
the art in the context of the disclosure. 

0030 FIG. 1 is a block diagram of a decoding system 
embodiment 100. In one embodiment, the decoding system 
100 is part of a three-stage pipelined operation. The first 
stage comprises a decoder 102, the second stage comprises 
the combination of a de-blocking system (de-block) 200 and 
a de-ringing system (de-ring) 300, and the third stage 
comprises a display 106. The three pipelined operations can 
run simultaneously, where the decoder 102 corresponds to 
processing of an N-th frame, the de-blocking system 200 and 
the de-ringing system 300 correspond to processing of the 
(N-1)-th frame, and the display system 106 corresponds to 
processing of the (N-2)-th frame. The decoding system 100 
comprises the decoder 102, the de-blocking system 200, the 
de-ringing system 300, and memory 104. One skilled in the 
art would understand that some embodiments of the decod 
ing system 100 may comprise fewer or greater components. 
The de-blocking system 200 removes boundary discontinu 
ity at every macroblock or block boundary (e.g., 16 linesx8 
pixels or 8 linesx8 pixels boundaries). The de-ringing sys 
tem 300 removes ringing artifacts inside each macroblock or 
block (e.g., 16x8, or 8x8). The memory 104 is used to 
transfer data among the various components of the decoding 
system 100 and display 106. 

0031. In operation, the decoder 102 receives a bitstream 
on connection 101 and decodes the bitstream and stores the 
resulting images (decoded pictures) in memory 104 via 
connection 103. The resulting images may include blocking 
and ringing artifacts. The decoder102 also extracts decoding 
information (e.g., macroblock level information) from the 
bitstream while performing decoding operations, and stores 
the same in memory 104 via connection 105. 
0032. The decoding information is used by the decoding 
system 100 to find a temporally consistent edge map, to 
organize input pixels for horizontal and vertical filter pro 
cessing, and to control Smoothness of the resulting decoded 
image. The decoding information includes a field DCT flag 
(mb field dct), macroblock type (mb type), a quantization 
scale factor (e.g., Qp=Q tableduantizer scale type 
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mquant), and block motion (mb mspeed V, mb m 
speed h). The field DCT flag enables the decoding system 
100 to determine how to organize input pixels for the 
horizontal and vertical filtering process. The macroblock 
type flag controls temporal propagation of parameter values 
to achieve a temporally consistent edge map. The quantiza 
tion scale factor enables the decoding system 100 to deter 
mine an artifact level for which different kinds of smoothing 
filters can be applied to remove blocking and ringing arti 
facts. The block motion controls temporal propagation of 
parameter values to enable the decoding system 100 to 
achieve a temporally consistent edge map. The memory 104 
stores the extracted macroblock level information by the 
number of macroblocks in the decoded picture or image. 
0033. A few arithmetic operations are implemented in the 
decoder 102 to extract the block motion information from 
the bitstream. Both horizontal and vertical components are 
calculated independently based on macroblock type 
(mb type), prediction type (motion type), picture type (pic 
ture type), and motion vectors (PMVIII) as shown in the 
following pseudo code: 

if ((mb type&MB INTRA)==0) { 
f* motion speed check */ 
if (mb type & MB FORWARD) { 

if (motion type == MC FRAME) { 
spd y = PMVOIO1/2: 
spd x = PMVOIOIO/2: 
else { 
spd y = (abs(PMVOIO12) >= abs(PMV1012)) ? 

PMV1 IOI 1.2: PMVOIOI 1/2: 
spd x = (abs(PMVOIOIO2) >= abs(PMV10O2)) ? 

PMV1IOIO/2: PMVOIOIO2: 

} else if (mb type & MB BACKWARD) { 
spd y = maximum bound of PMV: 
spd x = maximum bound of PMV: 

} else if (picture type == P PICTURE) { /* No MC */ 
spol y = 0; 
spot X = 0; 

if (spol y <-fast motion bound) mb mspeed V = -3: 
else if (spol ye--fast motion bound) &&. (spol y <0)) 
mb mspeed V = -1; 
else if (spol y==O) mb mspeed V = 0; 
else if (spol yeO) && (Spd y<= fast motion bound)) 
mb mspeed V = 1; 
else mb mspeed V = 3; 
if (spol x<-fast motion bound) mb mspeed h = -3: 
else if (spol Xs=-fast motion bound) &&. (spol x<0)) 
mb mspeed h = -1; 
else if (spol x==O) mb mspeed h = 0; 
else if (spol X-0) && (Spd x<=fast motion bound)) 
mb mspeed h = 1; 
else mb mspeed h = 3; 

} else { /* MB INTRA*/ 
mb mspeed V = 3; 
mb mspeed h = 3; 

The block motion is determined based on an intermediate 
vector (spa y, Spd X), wherein fast motion (3 or -3) is 
designated when one or both components are larger than 
+/-fast motion bound pixels/field, slow motion (-1 or 1) is 
designated when both components are within the range 
Smaller than +/-fast motion bound pixels/field, and no 
motion (O) is designated when both components are 0 
pixels/field. The intra-type macroblock and fast motion 
implies discontinuity of the temporal correlation between 
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Successive frames. So, depending on the block motion, 
propagation of some previous parameter values is turned on 
or off. 

0034. The de-blocking system 200 fetches the decoded 
image from memory 104 via connection 107 by the mac 
roblock size, and fetches the corresponding decoding infor 
mation (e.g., macroblock level information) via connection 
109 each time a macroblock is read. Similarly, the de-ringing 
system 300 fetches the decoded image via connection 107 
and the decoding information and threshold information via 
connection 113. As described below, the de-blocking system 
200 comprises internal memory to store one slice (i.e., a row 
of macroblocks) of the macroblock image after de-blocking 
and de-ringing operations (the image, post-de-blocking and 
de-ringing operations, transferred via connection 121) have 
been implemented. For an input macroblock retrieved from 
memory 104, two horizontally and vertically neighboring 
macroblocks can be retrieved from the internal memory of 
the de-blocking system 200. 
0035. The de-blocking system 200 re-orders pixels in the 
current and neighboring macroblocks to one dimensional 
arrays for de-blocking and de-ringing filtering. The de 
ringing system 300 receives one dimensional arrays of the 
image post-de-blocking operations and flag (mode) infor 
mation from the de-blocking system 200 via the connection 
117 and 119, respectively. While the de-ringing system 300 
applies de-ringing filtering for these one dimensional arrays, 
the de-ringing system 300 simultaneously utilizes current 
macroblock pixels fetched via the connection 107 and 
decoding information and threshold information fetched via 
the connection 113 to calculate an edge map corresponding 
to the one-dimensional image arrays. The de-blocking sys 
tem 200 and the de-ringing system 300 each comprise a one 
(1)-dimensional filtering structure, and thus the filtering 
operation is repeated along horizontal and vertical bound 
aries. The decoded image post-de-blocking and de-ringing 
operations is provided to memory 104 via connection 111. 
The de-ringing system 300 provides parameter values to 
memory 104 via connection 115, as explained below. The 
resulting image, post-de-ringing and de-blocking, is pre 
sented to the display 106 via connection 123, and processed 
and presented to a display Screen (not shown) in known 
manner via connection 125. Note that in some embodiments, 
two (2) dimensional arrays comprising a group of one 
dimensional arrays implemented under parallel processing 
may be employed. 

0036 FIG. 2 is a block diagram of an embodiment of the 
de-blocking system 200. The de-blocking system 200 com 
prises an internal or slice memory 202, a vertical correlation 
measurement module 204, an input re-order module 206, a 
4x1 DCT module 208, a mode decision module 210, filters 
212, 214, 216, and 218, and a filter result selection module 
220. The slice memory 202 comprises the size of one slice 
plus one macroblock to include one slice of the previous 
processing result and a current macroblock. The vertical 
correlation measurement module 204 corrects a mb field 
dct flag based on the current macroblock. Note that in some 

implementation, such as MPEG-4, part 10 and 
MICROSOFT VC1, flag correction is unnecessary. The 
input re-order module 206 extracts one (1) dimensional pixel 
rows from the current macroblock and two neighboring 
macroblocks. The re-ordering scheme varies along with the 
mb field dct flags. 
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0037. The field DCT flag enables the input reorder mod 
ule 206 to determine the way to organize input pixels 
processed by the de-blocking system 200 and the de-ringing 
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The following pseudo code shows an example procedure 
implemented by the vertical correlation measurement mod 
ule 204 to correct the field DCT flag: 

if ((mb field dct==OFF) && (sad f>(sad t-sad b)/2) && (sad f>MIN DIFF)) { 
mb field dot = ON: 

else if (((mb field dct==ON) &&. ((sad t-sad b)/2) >MIN DIFF) &&. 
((sad t+sad b)/2 > 2sad f)) || 

((mb field dct==ON) &&. ((sad t-i-sad b)/2) <=MIN DIFF) &&. 
((sad t+sad b)/2 > sad f)) 

((mb field dct==ON) &&. ((sad t-i-sad b)/2) <=MIN DIFF) &&. 
((sad t+sad b)/2 >= 2sad f))) { 

mb field dct = OFF: 

system 300. The output video quality depends on the cor 
rectness of this flag. Theoretically, a field DCT (the field 
DCT flag is ON) is selected by the encoding system when 
there is field motion in the frame picture. In this case, 
vertical correlation is stronger within a field rather than a 
frame, since each field is sampled at a same sampling time. 
On the other hand, a frame DCT (the field DCT flag is OFF) 
is selected in a stationary image. Because the vertical 
sampling interval is Smaller in the frame picture rather than 
the field picture, vertical correlation is stronger within a 
frame picture unless there is field motion. The vertical 
correlation can be variable depending on the field motion. 
Practically, however, there can be cases that vary signifi 
cantly from this theoretical trend. For instance, an encoding 
process may include a feedback loop re-using previously 
decoded images to predict a current image. The previously 
decoded image can be corrupted by coding artifacts in the 
low bit rate. These coding artifacts might distort vertical 
correlation of the residual signal, the latter of which is a 
differential signal between the previous decoded image and 
the current image. As a result, the field DCT flag might be 
selected in a manner that conflicts with the theoretical trend. 

0038. The vertical correlation measurement module 204 
corrects the field DCT flag based on the three vertical 
correlation measures, designated as sad f sad t, and sad b. 
These vertical correlation measures may be defined using 
the following equations: 

5 

S. O O 
sad f = 7 x 16 x2 

5 

S. O O d t = Sad 7 x 16 

5 y 
sad b = 

O O 

7 x 16 

0.039 Here, p(i,j) denotes a pixel value within a mac 
roblock. The measure sad f tends to be smaller than an 
average of sad t and sad b as the vertical correlation of the 
frame pixels becomes stronger than that of the field pixels. 

Note that MIN DIFF is a threshold value which defines a 
minimum bound to turn the field DCT flag on. 
0040. The mode decision module 210, explained further 
below, analyzes spatial domain characteristics based on 
three (3) sets (So, S, and S) of 4x1 DCT coefficients, and 
decides whether the pixel rows, with which the 4x1 DCT 
coefficients were calculated, show boundary discontinuity, 
flat regions, Smooth regions, or complex regions. Respon 
sive to the analysis and decision, the mode decision module 
210 enables the filter result selection module 220 to select 
one among the outputs of four (4) filters, the latter compris 
ing a flat region filter 212, a low activity region filter 214, a 
default filter 216, and a null (no) filter 218. Each filter 212, 
214, 216, and 218 varies in filtering location and transfer 
function. The filter result selection module 220 provides the 
filtered image to the de-ringing system 300. 
0041. Thus, in operation, the decoded image is received 
at the slice memory 202 via connection 107, and the image 
post-de-blocking and de-ringing operations is received at the 
slice memory 202 via connection 121. The slice memory 
202 provides the current macroblock to the vertical corre 
lation measurement module 204 and the input re-order 
module 206 via connection 207. Horizontally and vertically 
neighboring macroblocks are provided from the slice 
memory 202 to the input re-order module 206 via connec 
tion 209. The vertical correlation measurement module 204 
receives macroblock information (e.g., mb field dct) via 
connection 109, and provides a corrected mb field dct to 
the input re-order module 206 via connection 211. The input 
re-order module 206 processes the received information and 
macroblocks and provides a row of pixels to the 4x1 DCT 
module 208 and the filters 212, 214, 216, and 218 via 
connections 213 and 215, respectively. The filters 212, 214, 
216, and 218 receive macroblock level information (e.g., 
quantization scale factor) via connection 109. The 4x1 
DCT module 208 provides DCT coefficients for sets So, S. 
and S to mode decision module 210 via connections 227, 
229, and 231, respectively. The mode decision module 210 
provides the mode information over connection 119 to the 
de-ringing system 300 and enables the filter selection mod 
ule 220 to select among the four (4) filters. The de-blocking 
filtered image is provided from filter result selection module 
220 via connection 117 to the de-ringing system 300. 
0042 FIG. 3 is a block diagram of an embodiment of a 
de-ringing system 300. The de-ringing system 300 com 
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prises a threshold propagate module 302, a threshold mea 
Surement module 304, an edge map (pixel level) generate 
module 306, an edge map (block level) generate module 
308, and an adaptive filter 310. The threshold propagate 
module 302 retrieves (fetches or receives) parameter values 
of the previous frame from memory 104. The threshold 
measurement block 304 will use these parameter values 
conditionally depending on the motion in a frame and 
macroblock type. In addition, the threshold propagate mod 
ule 302 itself uses motion information to determine candi 
date threshold values for each block in a current macroblock. 
The parameter values are range prev (dynamic range) and 
thr prev (threshold); the range prev is determined through 
several conditional selections of a gray level difference 
between maximum and minimum pixel values in a block or 
macroblock and the thr prev is determined through several 
conditional selections of a gray level average between the 
same maximum and minimum pixel values in a block or 
macroblock. The parameter values were calculated from the 
threshold measurement module 304 during the previous 
frame time. The threshold propagation module 302 fetches 
sixteen (16) range prev values and sixteen (16) thr prev 
values corresponding to sixteen (16) blocks covering a 
temporally co-located macroblock. The max range prev 
and max thr prev values are selected for each 8x8 block in 
a current macroblock from the sixteen (16) range rev and 
thr prev values. 

0043. The threshold measurement module 304 calculates 
new dynamic range and threshold values (max range cur 
and max thr cur) from the pixel data of the current mac 
roblock, then selects the range and threshold values between 
propagated values and newly calculated values. That is, the 
range value is selected between max range prev and 
max range cur and threshold value is selected between 
max thr prev and max thr cur. By reusing previously cal 
culated parameter values, it is possible to maintain consis 
tency of the parameter values over the frames, and thus to 
get the resulting block level edge map more temporally 
consistent. 

0044) The edge map generation module 308 is described 
below. The edge map generation module 306 calculates the 
binary values, e, showing whether there is variation of pixel 
values over the artifact level near the filtering pixel location. 
These binary values can be interpreted as a pixel level edge 
map. The edge map generation module 306 uses a quanti 
zation scale factor to determine the artifact level. 

0045 Thus, in operation, threshold propagation module 
302 receives parameter values corresponding to a previous 
frame from memory 104 via connection 113. Threshold 
propagation module 302 provides threshold measurement 
module 304 with parameter values of temporally neighbor 
ing macroblocks via connection 303. The threshold mea 
surement module 304 receives macroblock information 
(e.g., block motion vector, mb type) via connection 113 and 
the current macroblock via connection 107, the latter (cur 
rent macroblock) of which is also received at the edge map 
generation module 308 via connection 307. The threshold 
measurement module 304 computes dynamic range and 
threshold values based on previously calculated range and 
threshold values and newly calculated range and threshold 
values, and provides the threshold values for the current 
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macroblock to the edge map generation module 308 via 
connection 309 and the dynamic range and threshold values 
to memory 104. 
0046) The edge map generation module 306 receives 
macroblock information (e.g., quantization scale factor) 
via connection 113 and the flag information of the de 
blocking filter via the connection 119 and de-blocking 
filtered image via connection 117, the latter data (de-block 
ing filtering result) also received at the adaptive filtering 
module 310 via connection 313. The edge map generation 
module 306 provides an edge map (pixel) to the adaptive 
filtering module 310 via connection 315. The adaptive 
filtering module 310 also receives the edge map (block) 
from edge map generation module 308 via connection 317. 
The adaptive filtering module 310 provides an output to the 
slice memory 202 via connection 121. The adaptive filtering 
module 310 is configured as a linear low pass filter in which 
selective filtering is implemented depending on the edge 
map information. 
0047 The de-blocking/de-ringing operations of the de 
blocking system 200 and the de-ringing system 300 are 
applied to one macroblock at a time from left to right across 
a slice. FIGS. 4-8 are schematic diagrams that illustrate one 
exemplary order of filtering performed by the de-blocking 
system 200 and the de-ringing system 300 for each mac 
roblock. Referring to FIG. 4, with similar application also to 
FIGS. 5-8, each square 401 refers to a pixel of a top field or 
frame 403. Frames with the designation “b' next to each 
row, as shown in FIG. 5, represent bottom field pixels 531. 
Shown is a current macroblock 402 (16x16), a horizontal 
neighbor macroblock 404 (only two 8x8 blocks are shown, 
with dotted line 405 symbolically representing that two (not 
shown) additional blocks are located adjacent the macrob 
lock 404), and a vertical neighbor macroblock 406. Each 
8x8 block is surrounded by a block boundary 408a-408d. 
with 408b and 408d each representing vertical boundaries 
and 408a and 408c each representing horizontal boundaries. 
0048. The numbers (e.g., 1-4) enclosed in circles refer to 
the order (“1” being first, “2 being second, etc.) of filtering 
across either horizontal or vertical boundaries. The darker 
shaded edges 407 represent edges across which filtering 
occurs. For instance, two edges across which filtering occurs 
include horizontal edge 407a and vertical edge 407b. The 
numbers 0-12 located in their respective pixels represent 
pixels (vo through V, respectively) used for filtering. Thus, 
filtering pixels 410 represent pixels used for filtering across 
the horizontal edge 407a, and the filtering pixels 412 rep 
resent pixels used for filtering across the vertical edge 407b. 
The ROS (region of support) designation (e.g., ROS3, 
ROS4, etc.) refers to a set of filtering pixels 410 or 412 that 
will be used as an input (e.g., input data) for the de-blocking 
and de-ringing filtering. One skilled in the art would recog 
nize that regions of support can be defined for vertical 
boundaries as well, but are herein omitted for brevity. For 
instance, a region of Support for the vertical boundary 
filtering designated by 1 enclosed in a circle can be desig 
nated as ROS1. In the FIGS. 4-8, ROS3 represents the 
region of Support used during third block boundary filtering 
designated by a 3 enclosed in a circle. Similarly, ROS4 
represents the region of Support used during fourth block 
boundary filtering designated by a 4 enclosed by a circle. 
Three pixel arrays. So, S and S. are the regions to which an 
approximated 4x1 DCT process is applied. One skilled in 
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the art would recognize that the same pixel arrays are 
defined for all regions of Support during filtering, but some 
(e.g., for ROS4 and vertical boundaries) are omitted for 
brevity. The 4x1 DCT coefficients are used in the de 
blocking system 200 to analyze image characteristics and 
detect boundary discontinuities (e.g., block boundaries in 
the flat, Smooth and complex image region). 

0049. Filtering is performed across 8x8 block boundaries 
or 16x16 macroblock boundaries. Thus, filtering occurs 
across vertical block boundaries (1 and 2, e.g., as shown in 
FIGS. 4-7, for the luminance (or luma) component, and 1. 
e.g., as shown in FIG. 8, for the chrominance (or chroma) 
component) and then filtering across horizontal block 
boundaries (3, 4 and 5, e.g., as shown in FIGS. 4-8, for the 
luma component and 2, e.g., as shown in FIG. 8, for 
chroma). It is noted that right and bottom boundaries of a 
current macroblock remain unfiltered until filtering of suc 
ceeding horizontal and Vertical neighbor macroblocks is 
complete. The previous filtered result is retained for at least 
one slice until it is stored back to the memory 104 via the 
connection 111. 

0050 FIG. 4 is a schematic diagram that illustrates the 
luminance component and boundaries filtered by the decod 
ing system 100 and related ROS when mb field dct flags of 
a vertically adjacent block and a current block are both OFF. 
That is, FIG. 4 shows the block or macroblock boundary, 
related ROS, and the order of filtering when a current block 
and its vertical neighbor receive the mb field dct flags in an 
OFF state. The encoding/decoding process applies the DCT 
and quantization to the 8x8 block in the frame picture. Thus, 
blocking artifacts occur at the 8x8 block boundary as well as 
the macroblock boundary. The ROS consists of thirteen 
consecutive pixels across an 8x8 block boundary: five pixels 
(0-4) from left and upper neighbor blocks and eight pixels 
(5-12) from the current block. The de-blocking system 200 
takes ten pixels symmetrically from each side of the bound 
ary (0-4 and 5-9) and performs adaptive smoothing across 
the block boundary. The de-ringing system 300 takes twelve 
pixels anti-symmetrically (1-4 and 5-12) after de-blocking 
filtering and performs adaptive Smoothing for the pixel 
locations from 3 to 10. It is noted that the de-ringing filtering 
is oriented inside the block instead of at the boundary. 

0051 FIG. 5 is a schematic diagram that illustrates the 
luminance component and boundaries filtered by the decod 
ing system 100 and related ROS when mb field dct flags of 
a vertically adjacent block and a current block are both ON. 
That is, FIG. 5 shows the block boundary, related ROS, and 
the order of filtering when the mb field dct flags of the 
vertical neighbor block and the current block are both ON. 
It is noted that vertical de-blocking filtering is performed 
only across the macroblock boundary. Because the 8x8 DCT 
and quantization are applied to field-pixels within a 16x8 
area, blocking artifact occurs only at the macroblock bound 
ary in vertical direction. The vertical ROS is comprised of 
field pixels (see ROS3 (top field) and ROS4 (bottom field) 
in FIG. 5). 
0.052 FIG. 6 is a schematic diagram that illustrates the 
luminance component and boundaries filtered by the decod 
ing system 100 and related ROS when mb field dct flags of 
a vertically adjacent block and a current block are ON and 
OFF, respectively. That is, FIG. 6 shows the block boundary, 
related ROS, and the order of filtering when the mb field 
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dct flags of the vertical neighbor block and the current 
block are ON and OFF, respectively. The small arrows in 
FIGS. 6-7 represent pixel replacement. That is, the pixel at 
the arrow head end is replaced with the pixel at the arrow tail 
start. This pixel replacement enables the decoding system 
100 to form the ROS from the same fields in the case where 
mb field dct flags of vertically adjacent two macroblocks 
are different. The ROS belonging to the vertical neighbor 
macroblock comprises field pixels and the ROS belonging to 
the current macroblock comprises frame pixels. However, 
these regions of support (ROS4 and ROS5) are special cases. 
Half of the pixel locations from 5-12 (i.e., vs to V) are filled 
with the other half by pixel repetition, depending on the field 
parity (top or bottom) of the neighbor pixels 0-4 (i.e., vo-V). 
Organizing the vertical ROS in the manner shown in FIG. 6 
prevents the motion boundary from being corrupted after 
de-blocking filtering in an interlaced scanned image. 

0053 FIG. 7 is a schematic diagram that illustrates the 
luminance component and boundaries filtered by the decod 
ing system 100 and related ROS when mb field dct flags of 
a vertically adjacent block and a current block are OFF and 
ON, respectively. That is, FIG. 7 shows the block boundary, 
related ROS, and the order of filtering when the mb field 
dct flags of the vertical neighbor block and the current 

block are OFF and ON, respectively. The vertical de 
blocking filtering is also performed only at the macroblock 
boundary. Pixel repetition is also of use to get a set of 
complete five (5) pixels from Vo to V. (see ROS3 and ROS4 
in FIG. 7). 
0054 FIG. 8 is a schematic diagram that illustrates the 
chrominance component and boundaries filtered by the 
decoding system 100 and related ROS. That is, FIG. 8 shows 
the block boundary, related ROS, and the order of filtering 
for chrominance blocks. Regardless of mb field dct flags, 
the frame processing is always applied to chrominance 
pixels, since only 8x8 frame DCT and quantization are used 
for the chrominance component. 

0.055 FIGS.9A-9D are schematic diagrams that illustrate 
exemplary inputs and outputs for various modules of the 
decoding system 100. That is, shown are input and output 
pixels for filters 212-216 and the de-ringing system 300. The 
de-blocking system 200 takes ten pixels 905 (e.g., 0-9 (i.e., 
Volvo)) from the ROS corresponding to input connection 215 
and modifies its input pixels depending on the boundary 
discontinuity and the image characteristic around the block 
boundary. 

0056. The flat region filter 212 modifies 8 pixel positions, 
V-Vs, as shown in bold numerals along output line 907 
corresponding to output connection 219, and the flat region 
filter 212 makes the pixel values change linearly from V to 
vs. The low activity region filter 214 affects only 4 pixel 
positions, V-V, as shown in bold corresponding to output 
connection 221. Because pixel values changed gradually 
over the two regions (i.e., left 4 pixels (V-V) and right 4 
pixels (vis-Vs)), the low activity region filter 214 only 
resolves discontinuities at the boundary pixels. The default 
filter 216 is applied to image details. The default filter 216 
changes pixel values only on two pixel positions, V and vs. 
as shown in bold corresponding to output connection 223, 
which prevents the image details from blurring. The de 
ringing system 300 takes twelve pixels, V-V (shown in 
bold corresponding to output connection 117) from the ROS 
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and the output of the de-blocking system 200, and modifies 
pixel values for the eight pixel locations from V to Vo, as 
shown in bold corresponding to connection 121. The output 
of the adaptive filter 310 writes back to the slice memory 
202, through the connection 121, the modified pixels Vo to V 
belonging to the right or bottom area of the preceding left 
and upper macroblock, and replaces unfiltered pixels of 
corresponding area to make a completely filtered macrob 
lock in the slice memory 202. The completely filtered 
macroblock is output to memory system 104 via the con 
nection 111. All of the filtered pixels in the current macrob 
lock stay in the slice memory 202 until the right and bottom 
area of the macroblock are replaced with the newly filtered 
pixels. 
0057 The description that follows pertains to the 4x1 
DCT module 208. Four (4) coefficients of the 4x1 DCT are 
defined as inner products of 4x1 DCT base vectors and 4x1 
pixels. 

a0 = (Iko ko ko ko I v. vi. vi. 2 v 3 1?), 
a1 = (k. k.3 -k3 -kil IV; vi. vi. 2 V3), 
a2 = (I k2 -k2 -k2 k2 - v; vi. vi. 2 vii.3), 
as = (I k3 -ki ki -k3). v; vi. vi. 2 v 3 ), 
where 

kn = 0.5 4 

F Vico's - a . 8. 

k = -cos =0.5 
2 cosa – v. - 5 

1 37t 2 
k3 = Vico's = 0.2706 a 8 

0.058. Theoretically, the inner product projects an input 
vector onto a basis vector and enables decomposition of the 
input vector with the following form: 

v, v, v', 2 vs Faokokokokohakks -k, -k+a-k2 
-k, -k- kHak, -k k-k- 

0059) One observation about the basis vector is that it 
reveals a specific image pattern, as shown in FIGS. 10A 
10D. The FIGS. 10A-10D illustrate 4x1 DCT basis vectors 
1002-1008 corresponding to the 4x1 DCT coefficients, a 
a, a and a respectively. The location of each dot in FIGS. 
10A-10D corresponds to a pixel location of So S or S. in 
FIGS. 4-8. The pixel values ko-k in the basis vectors 
1002-1008 are defined in the preceding 4x1 DCT definition. 
The pixel values in So, S or S. in FIGS. 4-8 can be 
reproduced exactly with the 4x1 DCT coefficients of ao, a, 
as and as and corresponding basis vectors of 1002k koko 
ko. 1004k k -k, -k, 1006k -k, -k-k- and 1008k 
-k k-k-). The coefficients (e.g., ao, a, etc.) can be viewed 
as contributions of corresponding basis vectors 1002-1008 
in reproducing the input pixels, which is a consideration 
incorporated into the methodology of the mode decision 
module 210 to decide the image characteristics of the input 
4x1 vector. Some exemplary conceptual criteria for flat, 
Smooth and complex image regions may include the follow 
ing: (1) A flat region: as0 and as0 and as0; (2) a 
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monotonic increasing/decreasing region: a z0 and as0 and 
as0; and (3) a complex region: a z0 or az0. 
0060. The following description pertains to the mode 
decision module 210. Referring to FIGS. 4-8, assume ao, 
al., a, and as are the 4x1 DCT coefficients of the Sarray 
and ao, a, a2, and as are the 4x1 DCT coefficients of the 
S. array. Then, a flat region and a low activity region are 
detected by the mode decision module 210 according to the 
following criteria: 

S2 flat=TRUE if|alke and |a|<e and las|<e 2 or 
FALSE otherwise, 

S. low activity=TRUE if a 1.<e and |a|<4e2 and 
|a,<4e) or FALSE otherwise, 
S2 low activity=TRUE if a 12|<e and a22|<4e2 and 

<4e or FALSE otherwise. 

0061 Here, e and e (eZ>e) are small positive thresh 
old numbers to define a flat region. The e is larger than e. 
and a monotonically changing region may be classified as a 
flat region while the change is Small. 
0062) Additionally, a boundary discontinuity can be 
defined by using the ratio of a and a coefficients. When the 
sign bits of a and a coefficients are different and the a 
coefficient is negligible, the geometrical shape over the pixel 
array, V, V, V, V), is changed along with the ratio of a 
and a coefficients, as illustrated in FIG. 11. The image 
pattern 1110 takes on a shape that is simple and monotonic 
at a ratio Smaller than 2.14. However, the image patterns 
1112 or 1114 take on shapes of a square or saw tooth, 
respectively, as the ratio increases. Assume aoo, alo a.o. and 
aso are the 4x1 DCT coefficients of the So array. Then, a 
block boundary is located between the second (V) and the 
third (v2) pixels, and the boundary discontinuity can be 
measured by comparing the ratio of a and a coefficients 
with two boundary values, 2.14-THR and 2.14+THR. If 
the ratio value is within the two boundary values, it implies 
the So array has a step edge at the block boundary (boundary 
discontinuity) because four pixel values show square-shape 
change. If the ratio is larger than upper bound (2.14+THR), 
it is a reasonable possibility that the step edge in the So array 
can be an image pattern instead of a boundary discontinuity, 
because pixel values around block boundary are signifi 
cantly different that monotonic. The boundary discontinuity, 
So discontinuity, becomes TRUE when all of the following 
conditions are satisfied: (1) aloz0, alsoz0, alo<es. 
sign(alo)zsign(aso), and (2) 2.14-THRL<ao/aso<2.14+ 
THR. 

0063 Reference is again made to FIG. 2, with continued 
reference to FIGS. 4-8. In particular, functionality of the 
mode decision module 210 in cooperation with the associ 
ated filters 212, 214, 216, and 218 is now described. The 
de-blocking system 200 selects the output from four differ 
ent types of Smoothing filters depending on the pixel con 
ditions around a boundary. The filter selection flag is deter 
mined by the mode decision module 210 implementing the 
following exemplary pseudo code: 

if (S1 flat ==TRUE) and (S. flat ==TRUE) and (lao C= f(Qp))) 
Selecting output from Flat region filtering 
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-continued 

else if (((So discontinuity ==TRUE) or (S. low activity ==TRUE) or 
(S. low activity ==TRUE)) and 

(alo C= f(Qp))) { 
if (So discontinuity ==TRUE) and (S. low activity ==TRUE) and 

(S. low activity ==TRUE)) 
Selecting output from Low activity region filtering 

else if (1a2..o < €3) 
Selecting output from Default filtering 

else 
Selecting output from Bypassing de-blocking filtering 

else Selecting output from Bypassing de-blocking filtering 

0064.) It is noted that the alo coefficient is compared with 
the blocking artifact level which can be defined as the 
function of the quantization parameter. Because blocking 
artifact is caused by the quantization process, the boundary 
discontinuity due to quantization process (e.g., the step size 
across the block boundary) is smaller than the function of 
quantization step size unless the source of the discontinuity 
is from the real image edge. The also coefficient can be a 
rough estimation of the boundary discontinuity belonging to 
the real image edge. 

0065 Referring to the filters 212, 214, and 216 (FIG. 2), 
the flat region filter 212 is configured in one embodiment as 
a nine (9)-tap Smoothing filter that is applied inside a block 
as well as across a block boundary. The filtering process of 
such a nine (9)-tap smoothing filter 212 can be described as 
follows: 

1 4. x - (), b. p. isn'ss k=-4 

where 

po, n < 1 
p = Vn, 1 s m is 8, 

pg., n > 8 

{ V1 - Vol 3 Max (8, Op), 
po = 

Vl otherwise 

{ vs - Vg < Max (8, Op), 
pg F 

V8, otherwise 

{bk: - 4 sks 4} = {1, 1, 2, 2, 4, 2, 2, 1, 1}. 

0066. In the above equations, po and po are replacements 
of pixels outside the ROS and b represents one of the 
coefficients of the exemplary nine (9)-tap smoothing filter. 
The flat region filter 212 is applied from the center of one 
block to another center of the other block sharing a block 
boundary. This filter 212 guarantees gradual change of the 
pixel value between both center pixels, and it maximizes the 
Smoothing effect. 

0067. The low activity region filter 214 is configured in 
one embodiment as a nine (9)-tap Smoothing filter that is 
applied only on the boundary pixels. Such a nine (9)-tap 
smoothing filter 214 can be exactly the same as the filter 212 
used in the flat region filtering, but filtering is only per 
formed on the boundary four pixels to avoid unwanted 
blurring. Such filtering can be described as follows: 
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1 4. 

v = #(). b. p. isn's 

0068 The default filter 216 is configured in one embodi 
ment as a three (3)-tap Smoothing filter that is applied on the 
complex regions. To avoid unwanted blurring, default fil 
tering is limited only to two boundary pixels, 4 and 5 (i.e., 
V and Vs), and can be described as follows: 

1 4-3. op. 4s iss 
where, {c: -1sks 1}= {1, 2, 1}. 
0069. Functionality of the de-ringing system 300 is now 
described in the context of FIGS. 12-13. In one embodiment, 
the de-ringing system 300 is applied only to the blocks 
belonging to the non-flat region. The de-ringing system 300 
implements three Sub-processes, namely threshold determi 
nation, edge map generation, and adaptive filtering. The 
threshold measure and block level edge map generation 
processes comprise two (2)-dimensional processes that are 
performed on an 8x8 block basis and are only applied for the 
luminance component. The pixel level edge map generation 
and adaptive filtering processes comprise a one (1)-dimen 
sional process that takes the output of the de-blocking 
system 200 as its input in both horizontal and vertical 
directions. 

0070. With regard to the threshold measurement module 
304, the maximum and minimum gray values are selected 
for a block and 12x12 pixels are referenced to find the 
maximum and minimum values. Three sets of maximum and 
minimum values are selected: maximumk and minimum 
k from all of the 12x12 pixels (frame-pixels), maximum t 
k and minimum tk from 6x12 top field pixels, and 
maximum bk and minimum bk from 6x12 bottom field 
pixels. Further, the threshold value denoted by thrk and the 
dynamic ranges denoted by rangek range tk and 
range bk are set as follows: 

thrk=(maximumk+minimumk+1)/2, 
range k=maximumk-minimumk 
range k=maximum k-minimum lik, 
range k=maximum k-minimum tik. 

0071 An additional process is implemented by the 
threshold measurement module 304 to determine maximum 
values at a macroblock level. For instance, let max range, 
max range t, max range b, and max thr be the maximum 
values of rangek, range tk range bk, and thrk at the 
maximum rangek, respectively. The index, k, changes 
from 0 to 3 in a macroblock. The following values are 
computed: 

max range=rangek,nal 

max range t=range tkal, 
max range b=range blk"al, 

max thr=thrkas. 
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0072 The k is the index, k, at which the rangek 
shows the largest Value among four, the k" and k" are 
the index, k, at which the range tk and range bk show 
the largest values, respectively. These values are of use to 
modify rangek and thrk. The max range prev and 
max thr prev of the previous frame comprise parameter 
values that are calculated in the threshold propagation 
module 302 as explained below, and are also involved in the 
aforementioned modification. If there exists significant tem 
poral correlation over the co-located macroblocks, the 
parameter values of the previous frame are evaluated to 
determine max range cur and max thr cur. The following 
pseudo code is an example of modifying rangek and thrk 
in the threshold measurement module 304 in FIG. 3. 

for (k=0; k<4; k++) { 
if (refresh==TRUE) { 
max range Cur = max range; 
max thr cur = max thr; 

else { 
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range prevk and thr prevk and corresponding position 
in the group of macroblocks. The range prevk and thr 
prevk) inside 1204a are involved in the parameter propa 

gation and the block 1210 is a co-located macroblock in the 
previous frame. The index, k, of the range prevk and 
thr prevk) in 1204a can be translated to index (V,h) of the 
range prevv, hand thr prevv, h in 1204b to address with 
the exemplary pseudo code described below. That is, the 
following pseudo code is used in the threshold propagation 
block 302 of FIG. 3 to find max range prev and max thr 
prev. The block 1206 of the FIG. 12 shows index (m, n) of 

the max range prevm.n and max thr prevm.nl corre 
sponding to each block in the current macroblock. 

if ((max range prevk > max range) && (max range prevk >= 64)) { 
max range cur = max range prevkl; 
max thr cur = max thr prevk: 

else { 
max range Cur = max range; 
max thr cur = max thr; 

if (rangek < f(max range cur) && max range cur >= 64) { 
rangek = (7*max range cur-4)/8: 
thrk = max thr cur; 

if ((max range cur < min noise bind)| 
(mb field dct==OFF) &&. ((max range t < min noise bind) &&. (max range b 

(mb field dct==OFF) &&. ((max range b < min noise bind) &&. (max range t 

0.073 Here, min noise bnd is a minimum dynamic 
range, which can be considered as noise variation. The 
refresh flag is calculated in the threshold measurement 
module 304. The refresh flag becomes TRUE when the 
mb type is INTRA, magnitude of mb mspeed V is 3, or the 
magnitude of mb mspeed his 3. These conditions imply the 
temporal correlation is broken among co-located macrob 
locks. If the refresh flag is not TRUE, the temporally 

threshold 

max range prevk and max thr prevk, can be applied to 
propagated dynamic range and values, 

max range cur and max thr cur, conditionally. FIG. 12 
shows the relation of indexes among range prevk/thr prev 
k, range prevv, h/thr prevv, hand max range prevm, 

in and max thr prevm,n. The index translation occurs in 
the threshold propagation module 302 while implementing 
the pseudo code below. The block motion, mb mspeed V. 
and mb mspeed h, affects the index translation. The line 
1208 denotes macroblock boundaries. The area designated 
by 1202 shows a relation between index, k, of the 

for (m=0; ma2; m++) 
for (n=0; n-2; n++) { 
max range = 0; 
for (i-0; i32; i++) { 

if (mb mspeed V= =-1) v = m+i; 
else if (mb mspeed v= =0) v=i--1; 
else v=m+i+1; 

for (j=0; j<2; j++) { 
if (mb speed h- =-1) h-in-ji: 
else if (mb mspeed h= =0) h=+1; 
else h=n----1; 

if (max range.<range previvh) { 
max range = range prevvh: 
max thr = thr prevvh: 

max range prevm2+n = max range; 
max thr prevm2+n = max thr; 

0074. Once the threshold value is determined, the block 
level edge map generation operation is performed by the 
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edge map generation module 308 on an 8x8 block basis. Let 
reci and edge mapi, be the gray value at coordinates 
(i,j) where i, j=0,1,2,..., 7, and the corresponding binary 
index, respectively. Then, the edge mapi, can be 
obtained by: 

if (reci>= thrk) 
edge map i = 1; 

else 

edge map i = 0; 

where the thrk denotes block level threshold value calcu 
lated in the threshold measurement module 304 and k is a 
block index within a macroblock. 

0075) Referring to FIG. 13 and FIGS. 1-3, and with 
regard to the pixel level edge map generation module 306, 
the module 306 receives ROS inputs 1201 after de-blocking 
filtering corresponding to connection 117, the filter selection 
flag of the de-blocking filter corresponding to connection 
119 and the quantization scale factor corresponding to 
connection 113. The pixel level edge map calculated from 
the variation of the pixel values in the ROS input 1201. The 
variation is defined as the absolute difference between two 
Successive pixel values. The following pseudo code is 
implemented in the pixel level edge map generation block 
306. 

If (filter selection flag of the de-blocking filter is not flat region filter) { 

where k is an index of pixel location in the ROS and changes 
from 2 to 11. The e denotes the pixel level edge map value 
at pixel location k. 

0076 FIG. 13 illustrates the input ROS of the de-ringing 
system 300 corresponding to connection 117, outputs of the 
adaptive filter corresponding to connection 121 and exem 
plary lock level edge map 1204 and pixel level edge map 
1206. The output pixel locations coincide with the region 
having bold numbers in the example edge maps 1204 and 
1206. For the luminance component, the filtering is applied 
if the binary indices in a 3x3 window in the block level edge 
map 1204 are all the same (i.e., all “0” indices or all “1” 
indices) and pixel level edge map does not show abrupt 
variation (e=0). The output pixel location, k, is the center of 
the 3x3 window. For the chrominance component, the 
filtering is applied based on only the pixel level edge map. 
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0077. The detail filtering process can be summarized as 
follows: 

vi, otherwise 

0078. In view of the above description, it will be appre 
ciated that one method embodiment 100a employed by the 
decoding system 100 and illustrated in FIG. 14 comprises 
receiving video data and decoding information (1402), 
decoding the video data (1404), and removing ringing and 
blocking artifacts from the decoded video data (1406). 
0079. One method embodiment 200a employed by the 
de-blocking system 200 and illustrated in FIG. 15 comprises 
receiving decoded video data and decoding information 
(1502), generating one dimensional arrays based on the 
received decoded video data and the decoding information, 
wherein the one-dimensional arrays are used for horizontal 
and vertical filtering in current and neighboring macroblocks 
(1504), transforming the one-dimensional arrays using 
transform coefficients (1506), and selecting at least one filter 
output to remove blocking artifacts based on the transform 
coefficients (1508). 
0080. One method embodiment 300a employed by the 
de-ringing system 300 and illustrated in FIG. 16 comprises 
receiving a pixel array and generating a pixel level edge map 
(1602), receiving a macroblock and computed threshold 
values and generating a block level edge map (1604), 
filtering the pixel array based on the pixel level edge map 
and a block level edge map to remove ringing artifacts 
(1606). 
0081. Any process descriptions or blocks in flow charts 
should be understood as representing modules, segments, or 
portions of code which include one or more executable 
instructions for implementing specific logical functions or 
steps in the process, and alternate implementations are 
included within the scope of the preferred embodiment of 
the present invention in which functions may be executed 
out of order from that shown or discussed, including Sub 
stantially concurrently or in reverse order, depending on the 
functionality involved, as would be understood by those 
reasonably skilled in the art of the present invention. 
0082 The decoding system 100 and various systems 
which comprise the same can be implemented in hardware, 
software, firmware, or a combination thereof. In the pre 
ferred embodiment(s), the decoding system 100 and asso 
ciated systems are implemented in hardware, which can be 
implemented with any or a combination of the following 
technologies, which are all well known in the art: a discrete 
logic circuit(s) having logic gates for implementing logic 
functions upon data signals, an application specific inte 
grated circuit (ASIC) having appropriate combinational 
logic gates, a programmable gate array(s) (PGA), a field 
programmable gate array (FPGA), etc. 
0083) If implemented in software or firmware, the decod 
ing system 100 and/or associated systems maybe embodied 
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in a program, which comprises an ordered listing of execut 
able instructions for implementing logical functions, can be 
embodied in any computer-readable medium for use by or in 
connection with an instruction execution system, apparatus, 
or device. Such as a computer-based system, processor 
containing system, or other system that can fetch the instruc 
tions from the instruction execution system, apparatus, or 
device and execute the instructions. In the context of this 
document, a "computer-readable medium can be any 
means that can contain, store, communicate, propagate, or 
transport the program for use by or in connection with the 
instruction execution system, apparatus, or device. The 
computer readable medium can be, for example but not 
limited to, an electronic, magnetic, optical, electromagnetic, 
infrared, or semiconductor system, apparatus, or device. 
More specific examples (a nonexhaustive list) of the com 
puter-readable medium would include the following: an 
electrical connection (electronic) having one or more wires, 
a portable computer diskette (magnetic), a random access 
memory (RAM) (electronic), a read-only memory (ROM) 
(electronic), an erasable programmable read-only memory 
(EPROM or Flash memory) (electronic), an optical fiber 
(optical), and a portable compact disc read-only memory 
(CDROM) (optical). Note that the computer-readable 
medium could even be paper or another suitable medium 
upon which the program is printed, as the program can be 
electronically captured, via for instance optical scanning of 
the paper or other medium, then compiled, interpreted or 
otherwise processed in a Suitable manner if necessary, and 
then Stored in a computer memory. In addition, the scope of 
the present invention includes embodying the functionality 
of the preferred embodiments of the present invention in 
logic embodied in hardware or software-configured medi 

S. 

0084. It should be emphasized that the above-described 
embodiments of the present disclosure, particularly, any 
“preferred embodiments, are merely possible examples of 
implementations, merely set forth for a clear understanding 
of the principles of the invention. Many variations and 
modifications may be made to the above-described embodi 
ment(s) without departing Substantially from the spirit and 
principles of the invention. All Such modifications and 
variations are intended to be included herein within the 
scope of this disclosure and protected by the following 
claims. 

What is claimed: 
1. A method, comprising: 
receiving video data and decoding information; 
decoding the video data; and 
removing ringing and blocking artifacts from the decoded 

Video data. 
2. The method of claim 1, wherein receiving video data 

and decoding information comprises receiving video data 
and decoding information corresponding to an MPEG-based 
bit stream. 

3. The method of claim 1, further comprising detecting 
and Smoothing out boundary discontinuities across nxm 
block boundaries corresponding to input pixels correspond 
ing to the decoded video data, wherein m and in each 
comprise integer numbers greater than or equal to four. 

4. The method of claim 1, further comprising spreading 
out flat regions near an edge of an inxm block corresponding 
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to input pixels corresponding to the decoded video data, 
wherein mand in each comprise integer numbers greater than 
or equal to four. 

5. The method of claim 1, further comprising generating 
an edge map and distinguishing the ringing artifacts from a 
real image edge based on the generated edge map, the real 
image edge corresponding to input pixels corresponding to 
the decoded video data. 

6. The method of claim 1, wherein removing comprises 
removing the ringing artifact after removing the blocking 
artifact. 

7. The method of claim 1, further comprising organizing 
input pixels into groups based on the decoding information, 
the input pixels corresponding to the decoded video data. 

8. The method of claim 7, wherein organizing comprises 
organizing the input pixels for vertical boundary filtering. 

9. The method of claim 7, wherein organizing comprises 
organizing the input pixels for horizontal boundary filtering. 

10. The method of claim 1, further comprising selecting 
one of a plurality of filtering modes based on image char 
acteristics corresponding to input pixels corresponding to 
the decoded video data. 

11. The method of claim 10, wherein selecting one of a 
plurality of filtering modes comprises selecting one of a flat 
region filtering mode, low activity region filtering mode, 
default filtering mode, and bypass mode. 

12. The method of claim 1, further comprising analyzing 
image characteristics corresponding to input pixels corre 
sponding to the decoded video databased on discrete cosine 
transform coefficients. 

13. The method of claim 1, further comprising discerning 
between actual image patterns corresponding to input pixels 
corresponding to the decoded video data. 

14. The method of claim 13, wherein discerning com 
prises evaluating bitstream information and a quantization 
parameter. 

15. The method of claim 1, further comprising generating 
a pixel level and block level edge map based on computing 
a block level threshold value and a pixel level threshold 
value. 

16. The method of claim 15, wherein computing com 
prises computing a block level threshold value correspond 
ing to a temporally neighboring macroblock. 

17. The method of claim 15, wherein computing com 
prises evaluating a quantization parameter. 

18. The method of claim 1, further comprising selecting 
at least one filter output to remove the ringing and blocking 
artifacts and other distortion based on image characteristics 
corresponding to input pixels corresponding to the decoded 
Video data. 

19. A de-blocking method, comprising: 

receiving decoded video data and decoding information; 
generating one dimensional arrays based on the received 

decoded video data and the decoding information, 
wherein the one-dimensional arrays are used for hori 
Zontal and vertical filtering in current and neighboring 
macroblocks; 

transforming the one-dimensional arrays using transform 
coefficients; and 

selecting at least one filter output to remove blocking 
artifacts based on the transform coefficients. 
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20. The method of claim 19, further comprising storing 
the video data and the decoding information. 

21. The method of claim 19, wherein generating com 
prises correcting a DCT field flag of the decoding informa 
tion. 

22. The method of claim 21, wherein generating com 
prises re-organizing input pixels corresponding to the 
decoded video data to the one dimensional arrays based on 
the corrected DCT field flag and the decoding information. 

23. The method of claim 19, wherein selecting comprises 
determining whether the one dimensional arrays comprise a 
boundary discontinuity and a flat region, Smooth region, or 
complex region based on the transform coefficients. 

24. The method of claim 19, further comprising filtering 
the one dimensional arrays using the selected filter output to 
remove blocking artifacts. 

25. The method of claim 19, wherein selecting at least one 
filter output comprises selecting at least one of a plurality of 
filter outputs. 

26. The method of claim 19, further comprising removing 
distortion in addition to the blocking artifacts. 

27. A de-ringing method, comprising: 
receiving a pixel array and generating a pixel level edge 

map: 

receiving a macroblock and computed threshold values 
and generating a block level edge map; and 

filtering the pixel array based on the pixel level edge map 
and a block level edge map to remove ringing artifacts. 

28. The method of claim 27, further comprising receiving 
decoding information and parameter information corre 
sponding to a previous frame. 

29. The method of claim 27, further comprising comput 
ing threshold values based on a temporally co-located mac 
roblock corresponding to a previous frame, the parameter 
information, and the decoding information. 

30. The method of claim 27, further comprising removing 
distortion in addition to the ringing artifacts. 

31. A decoding system, comprising: 

a de-blocking system configured to receive decoded video 
data and decoding information and remove blocking 
artifacts from the decoded video data; and 

a de-ringing system configured to remove ringing artifacts 
from the de-blocked video data. 

32. The decoding system of claim 31, further comprising 
a decoder configured to receive video data and decode the 
SaC. 

33. The decoding system of claim 31, wherein the de 
blocking system is configured to detect and Smooth out 
boundary discontinuities across nxm block boundaries cor 
responding to input pixels corresponding to the decoded 
Video data, wherein m and in each comprise integer numbers 
greater than or equal to four. 

34. The decoding system of claim 31, wherein the de 
ringing system is configured to spread out flat regions near 
an edge of an inxm block corresponding to input pixels 
corresponding to the decoded video data, wherein m and in 
each comprise integer numbers greater than or equal to four. 

35. The decoding system of claim 31, wherein the de 
ringing System is configured to generate an edge map and 
distinguish the ringing artifacts from a real image edge 
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based on the generated edge map, the real image edge 
corresponding to input pixels corresponding to the decoded 
Video data. 

36. The decoding system of claim 31, wherein the de 
ringing system is configured to remove the ringing artifact 
after the de-blocking system removes the blocking artifact. 

37. The decoding system of claim 31, wherein the de 
blocking system is configured to organize input pixels into 
groups based on decoding information, the input pixels 
corresponding to the decoded video data. 

38. The decoding system of claim 37, wherein the de 
blocking system is configured to organize the input pixels 
for vertical boundary filtering. 

39. The decoding system of claim 37, wherein the de 
blocking system is configured to organize the input pixels 
for horizontal boundary filtering. 

40. The decoding system of claim 31, wherein the de 
blocking system is configured to select one of a plurality of 
filtering modes based on image characteristics correspond 
ing to input pixels corresponding to the decoded video data. 

41. The decoding system of claim 40, wherein the de 
blocking system is configured to select one of a flat region 
filtering mode, low activity region filtering mode, default 
filtering mode, and bypass mode. 

42. The decoding system of claim 31, wherein the de 
blocking system is configured to analyze image character 
istics corresponding to input pixels corresponding to the 
decoded video data based on discrete cosine transform 
coefficients. 

43. The decoding system of claim 31, wherein the de 
blocking system is configured to discern between actual 
image patterns corresponding to input pixels corresponding 
to the decoded video data. 

44. The decoding system of claim 43, wherein the de 
blocking system is configured to discern by evaluating 
bitstream information and a quantization parameter. 

45. The decoding system of claim 31, wherein the de 
ringing system is configured to generate a pixel level and 
block level edge map based on computing a block level 
threshold value and a pixel level threshold value. 

46. The decoding system of claim 45, wherein the de 
ringing system is configured to compute a block level 
threshold value corresponding to a temporally neighboring 
macroblock. 

47. The decoding system of claim 46, wherein the de 
ringing system is configured to compute by evaluating a 
quantization parameter. 

48. The decoding system of claim 31, wherein the de 
blocking system is configured to select at least one filter 
output to remove the ringing and blocking artifacts and other 
distortion based on image characteristics corresponding to 
input pixels corresponding to the decoded video data. 

49. A de-blocking system, comprising: 
an input re-order module configured to generate one 

dimensional arrays based on decoded video data and 
decoding information, wherein the one-dimensional 
arrays are used for horizontal and vertical filtering in 
current and neighboring macroblocks; 

a transform module configured to transform the one 
dimensional arrays using transform coefficients; and 

a mode decision module configured to enable selection of 
at least one filter output to remove blocking artifacts 
based on the transform coefficients. 
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50. The system of claim 49, further comprising memory 
configured to store the decoded video data and the decoding 
information received from a bitstream. 

51. The system of claim 49, further comprising slice 
memory configured to store at least a slice plus a current 
macroblock, the slice corresponding to a previous process 
ing result. 

52. The system of claim 49, further comprising a vertical 
correlation measurement module configured to correct a 
DCT field flag of the decoding information. 

53. The system of claim 52, wherein the input re-order 
module is configured to re-organize input pixels correspond 
ing to the decoded video data to the one dimensional arrays 
based on the corrected DCT field flag and the decoding 
information. 

54. The system of claim 49, wherein the mode decision 
module is configured to determining whether the one dimen 
sional arrays comprise a boundary discontinuity and a flat 
region, Smooth region, or complex region based on the 
transform coefficients. 

55. The system of claim 49, wherein a filter corresponding 
to the at least one filter output is configured to filter the one 
dimensional arrays to remove blocking artifacts. 

56. The system of claim 49, wherein the mode decision 
module is configured to enable selection of the at least one 
filter output from among a plurality of filters. 

57. The system of claim 49, wherein the de-blocking 
system is configured to remove distortion in addition to the 
blocking artifacts. 

58. A de-ringing system, comprising: 
a pixel level edge map generation module configured to 

receive a pixel array and generate a pixel level edge 
map: 
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a block level edge map generation module configured to 
receive a macroblock and computed threshold values 
and generate a block level edge map; and 

an adaptive filter configured to filter the pixel array based 
on the pixel level edge map and a block level edge map 
to remove ringing artifacts. 

59. The system of claim 58, further comprising a thresh 
old propagate module configured to receive parameter infor 
mation corresponding to a previous frame and decoding 
information. 

60. The system of claim 58, further comprising a thresh 
old measurement module configured to compute threshold 
values based on a temporally co-located macroblock corre 
sponding to a previous frame, the parameter information, 
and the decoding information. 

61. The system of claim 58, wherein the de-ringing 
system is configured to remove distortion in addition to the 
ringing artifacts. 

62. A decoding system, comprising: 

means for receiving video data and decoding information 
and decoding the video data; and 

means for removing ringing and blocking artifacts from 
the decoded video data. 

63. The system of claim 62, further comprising means for 
displaying the de-blocked and de-ringed video data. 


